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Think Delta when working at height

Investigating the diverse access
methods employed by trained
and competent steeplejacks

Delta International provide
industry with traditional
steeplejack methods,
modern innovative
developments and
rope access
techniques.
Specialising primarily in the inspection,
maintenance and demolition of industrial
structures, we pride ourselves as an innovative
organisation which strives to satisfy an ever
changing market as well as embracing health,
safety and environmental practices.
Our current client base ranges from nuclear
reprocessing facilities, power stations,
petro-chemical refineries, telecommunication
companies through to small manufacturing sites.
We are an Investor in People and over the years
we have learnt the value of investing in our
employees.
As a result we employ a dedicated multi-disciplined
core team ranging from civil/corrosion engineers,
PCN inspectors, welder/fabricators, brick-layers,
painters, scaffolders, joiners, electrical engineers,
and lightning conductor fitters, all of which are
trained to work at height.

At Delta, we offer many diverse and alternative
ways of tackling working at height jobs to enable
a different approach to complex access systems.
This benefits the client in a number of different ways:
• Limits the need for a number of different
contractors - this minimises health and safety
and logistical coordination issues.

• Negates the need for time consuming access
systems – for example scaffolding.
• Can save time and money.

Core capabilities
CHIMNEYS AND DUCTS
Delta International’s chimney experience include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspection
Maintenance
Modifications
Emergency repair
Demolition
installation of steelwork and ancilliary items

FLARE STACKS
Using specialist access teams is fundamental
to flare stack maintenance as it ensures that
typically difficult to access areas can be worked
on quickly, safely and efficiently. The geometry of
flare structures means that gaining access to areas
within the lattice towers can be difficult and time
consuming. Scaffold installation is time consuming,
can be expensive and can reduce that actual
works’ duration.
DISTILLATION COLUMNS
The use of specialist access is becoming a
common feature on distillation columns. For a
long time, rope access was largely used for small
maintenance works and inspections although
in recent years plant managers have started
to understand the real potential of this system.
Recently Delta have undertaken projects on
columns which have largely been associated with
extensive scaffold access and the use of cranes.
Engineering tasks such as riser replacement,
platform and ladder modification is commonly
undertaken from ropes as well as conventional
cladding, insulating and painting.

SPHERES, TANKS AND OTHER LARGE
STRUCTURES
We carry out a multitude of works on these large
structures. Typically, industrial structures have
relatively large surface areas and or awkward
geometries such as lattice towers and trusses. In
this circumstance, conventional scaffold access or
craneage can be more expensive than the actual
works themselves. Abseiling is well suited and used
globally for this type of work.
PIPEWORK
Our ability to access and carry out works to
pipework and ducting is where our multi-disciplined
approach really comes to the fore. We pride
ourselves on our inspection and civil engineering
approach to a job to ensure that our clients get the
best serviceability and longevity from their assets as
is possible.
EMERGENCY WORKS / AWKWARD ACCESS /
ROPE ACCESS TEAM RESCUE:
Our clients frequently call on us to gain access to
complex structures or difficult to reach areas. In
much of the UK power industry, Delta are beginning
to be seen as an authority in working at height and
safe systems of work. To this end we have offered
our services as team support and rescue standby
on a number of occasions. Whether this be rope
access support for vessel entry or safety standby for
confined spaces, we can not only rescue our own
personnel but also have been employed to assist
with others.
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We’re expanding on and improving steeplejack
traditions to offer an alternative approach to
working at height.
As well as our core steeplejack works on site, we have found an increased calling for
working on more diverse structures and scenarios.
Much of this work has come from the company’s
commitment to build on our traditional steeplejack
skills and invest in equipping our operatives with
additional access skills; scaffolding, rope access,
mobile platforms, crane management etc to enable
them to adapt to these complex access situations.
The Working at Height Regulations (2005) set out the
hierarchy in which access systems must be employed:

Dutyholders
must:
Avoid work at
height where they can
Use work equipment or
other measures to prevent
falls where they cannot avoid
working at height; and
Where they cannot eliminate the risk
of a fall, use work equipment or other
measures to minimise the distance and
consequences of a fall should occur

‘Our trained operatives’ access skills ensure that they can
meet whichever level of the hierarchy we need to employ.’
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Since 1995, Delta has made a commitment to expand the portfolio of our steeplejacks’
skills. One way is through equipping them with rope access training.
Delta is the only steeplejack company in England to be a fully accredited member of IRATA.
Well over half of our workforce, are IRATA trained on top of their core steeplejack training. One of our
annual organisational objectives is to increase the percentage of Rope Access trained operatives to
enhance their existing skills.

IRATA
The Industrial Rope Access Trade Association
(IRATA) is the world’s leading authority on rope
access and ensures members adhere to the
strict guidelines which conform with international
standards for working at height.
The industry has an exemplary safety record,
which is derived from severe adherence to key
safety requirements and a very high standard of
training programmes.

Safety is paramount in our industry. Since its
formation IRATA, and its member companies,
have worked tirelessly to:
• Improve safety in the industry.
• Produce an industry standard set of
guidelines and training requirements.
• Provide a comprehensive assessment and
registration process for operatives.

Employing a company who is accredited to IRATA
brings you, the client, numerous benefits.

ROPE ACCESS
Delta have been using RA techniques as part of our steeplejack and working at height contracts for many
years now.
The use of rope access is becoming globally accepted as a primary access system for inspection and
maintenance throughout all industrial sectors.
Rope access is fast becoming, the leading form of work positioning in industries throughout the world.
It allows safe and rapid access to difficult to access locations for a wide range of engineering functions.
Combined with more traditional steeplejacking techniques, it is invaluable as a means of quick, safe and
economical access.

COMPETENCY AND TRAINING

Delta operatives are steeplejacks trained to work
at height and trained through IRATA accredited
rope access courses.
All Delta operatives are already trained
and competent to work at height; they are
steeplejacks. We have enhanced this through
further training; we are always looking to improve.
IRATA accredited rope access courses are the
only ones we send our operatives on.
However, we don’t see rope access as the
Industry’s panacea and we certainly don’t just
employ Level 1s to enhance our claims of being
multi skilled!
We made a conscious organisational decision
about 10 years ago to have an evolutionary
investment in our already skilled steeplejacks
with this additional training. Primarily this was to
improve industry standards with regards to safe
systems of work.
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Delta Operative Level Breakdown

Level 1

12%
Level 3

44%
Level 2

44%

A typical Delta operative has two distinct but
complementary skill sets - the mechanical
“doing” skills and the “access” skills.
That’s what lots of clients miss - that we not only gain access to tall and awkward
structures, we also carry out some pretty vital work once we’re up there too.
In many situations, we are the combination of a number of your more traditional contractors
- we are scaffolders, riggers, joiners, welders, painters all rolled into one.

MECHANICAL/DOING SKILLS

ACCESS SKILLS

• Blast pot operation

• CSCS registered Steeplejack

• Confined space entry

• IRATA rope access Level 2

• Lightning protection

• Bosun seat use and rescue

• Use and inspection of safety harnesses

• Use of cradles

• Welder

• Mobile towers

• Use of winches

• Modular scaffolds

• PCN inspector

• Foundation scaffolding

• Corrosion engineer

• Laddering

• Joiner
• Electrical Engineer
• Bricklayer

Case Study
Multi-disciplined access solutions which incorporate
techniques such as rope access can offer a safe,
economical and adaptable alternative to routine access
systems such as scaffolding, cranes and MEWPs.
Delta have recently been employed to carry out repairs to the top
platform of a distillation column. Delta’s multi-disciplined work team
comprised of qualified fabricator/welders who were also skilled and
competent to work at height and thus formed a self-sufficient team.
Traditionally, this job would have employed a number of
independent, specialist contractors including scaffolders, steelwork
contractors, a cleaning and painting contractor and a crane
company to assist with the steel installation.
Delta undertook the whole of the contract ourselves and combined
a number of access techniques - we used rope access in the
place of partially scaffolding the structure and during the works all
materials were transported to the workface using small materials
winches which made additional cost saving due to no crane being
required. We fabricated the steelwork negating the need for a
separate steelwork contractor. We cleaned and painted the structure
ourselves, negating the need for a separate painting contractor.

Benefits of using a multidisciplined access approach:
• Safety in the system; redundancy
incorporated into every aspect of
the rigging and equipment.
• Rapid installation and dismantling
of the access system.
• Generates considerable cost
savings due to the time saved.
• Single contact point for the client
as rope access technicians
provide access and undertake
the required work.
• Minimal disruption to other on-going
operations unlike traditional forms of
access that require large amounts
of equipment, manpower and
planning.
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Delta House, Wrigley Street, Oldham
Lancashire OL4 1SL United Kingdom
t +44(0)161 785 4940
f +44(0)161 785 4941
e enquiries@thinkdelta.com
www.thinkdelta.com

